Abstract. Transformations on [0, 1] which are piecewise monotonic and piecewise continuous are considered. Using symbolic dynamics, the structure of their nonwandering set is determined. This is then used to prove results about maximal and absolutely continuous invariant measures.
Introduction n
We consider dynamical systems ([0,1],/), where [0,1]= U h, the /, are disjoint intervals and f\Jt is continuous and increasing. The /-expansion gives rise to a shift space 2/ (cf. § 1). Our goal is to determine the structure of the non-wandering set ft of 2 / . In [4] it is shown how these results can be extended to the case where f\Jt is either increasing or decreasing.
§ 1 gives a summary of results proved in [3] and needed in this paper. In § 2 it is shown that the non-wandering set ft of I'} can be written as U ft< ^ Y u Z.
12=1
There are finitely or countably many ft,. The ft; and Y are closed, a-invariant subsets of £ / , and ft, is topologically transitive. ft, nft,, for i #/, and ft f n Y are empty or finite; Z is finite and wandering in ft. The topological entropy of Y is zero, ft, is a finite union of intervals, a Cantor set or a periodic orbit. Furthermore, fli=XiuX 2 U'
• • u X , ( ? a 1), the X, are closed and again pairwise disjoint up to finitely many points; o-{Xi) <= X i+1 for 1 :£ iis q -1 , cr{X q ) <= Xi and <r q /Xi is topologically mixing.
The rest of the paper deals with invariant measures. It is shown in [3] that ft, has a unique measure with maximal entropy if /j top (ft,)>0. In § 3 this measure is characterized as the measure with respect to which the periodic points are uniformly distributed. § 4 considers invariant measures of ([0,1], f) which are absolutely continuous with respect to Lebesgue measure and gives an example in connection with this.
Finally, I should like to thank Z. Nitecki for pointing out an error which was contained in the first version of this paper. 160 F. Hofbauer 
Preliminaries
We give a description of results proved in [3] . Let / be as in the introduction. Define the /-expansion <j>: [ , which denotes a closed interval in 2 / . We show by induction that there are /, / , i t > l and / a 1 such that with for 1 <r<min (fc,/).
( 1.2) The induction step is This follows from lemma 11 of [3] . There is a 1-1 correspondence between paths in M which begin with one of the arrows ending at some o[fc](l ^ k ^ n) and which do not lead to an empty set and the points xe2/(jc 0 , xi • • • are the numbers of the arrows on this path). We shall call such paths special paths in order to distinguish them from paths beginning with any other arrow of (1.4) (they represent also points of if, but a n x e l / may have many such representations).
M serves also for another purpose. Set
Together with the arrows a- 
there is an arrow from y, to y,+i in M Vi 6 Z}. Now 1 f = {% e { 1 , . . . , n} 2 : x m x m +\ • • • e 2/Vm e Z}, the natural extension of if, can be written as disjoint union of sets N and X which are ar-invariant and measurable. N contains no periodic points and is a null set for every measure with maximal entropy. (X, a) and (S M , o) are isomorphic, the isomorphism $ is given by representing y e 1 M , which is a two-sided path of vertices in the diagram M, by the numbers of the arrows on this path giving an x e X c J ; (cf. [3] ). Two-sided paths exist in M because many of the sets a m '
Examples can be found in [3] . The map x-(^M, <T) -* (£/, a-) -* (2/, cr) is the composition of this isomorphism i / > and the projection v to positive coordinates, x is continuous.
We conclude § 1 with two remarks. This first one explains how the results of this paper can be extended to maps /, for which /|/,-is continuous and increasing for some is and decreasing for the other is. The only difference to the piecewise increasing case is that we have another order relation in the shift space such that <f> is order preserving (cf. [4] ). 2f is defined as in (1.1), but with this different order relation, a-is then not order preserving, hence the intervals occurring in (1.3) may have also cr k b' for some i and k as initial point or a-'a' for some / and / as endpoint or both. One can define the diagram M as in (1.4) and also the map x-In [4] , a piecewise increasing transformation g is constructed such that (2/, a) is a two-toone factor of (2g, a). The only proofs in this paper which will use the explicit form of the intervals in (1.3) are those of lemmas 1,4 and (ii) of lemma 7. These proofs can be extended to the piecewise increasing-decreasing case in the same way as one obtains the diagram M for / from that of g (cf. [4] ). The definitions and all other proofs work unchanged. Hence all results of this paper are also valid for piecewise increasing-decreasing transformations.
The second remark shows how one can determine the structure of the nonwandering set of (fO, 1],/) from that of (£/, <r). If (J u . . . , / " ) is a generator for ([0, 1],/), then <{> is injective and <f>~1 can be easily extended on all of S/ to a map p which is continuous and preserves the ordering. An x e [0,1] is wandering under / if and only if <£(*) £ ft, unless x is an inverse image under some iterate of / of an endpoint of some./,, not equal to 0 or 1. which can be non-wandering, and 4> (x) i. ft. These are exactly those *e[0,1] such that p~x(x) is not a single point but two points x and x'. If x is non-wandering and x£ ft, x'£ ft, then there is an e > 0 such that f{x -e,x)n(x-e) = 0 andf k (x, x + e) n (x, x + e) = 0 for all k > 1 (the intervals (x -e, x) and (x, x + e) correspond to neighbourhoods of x and x' respectively). Hence x is isolated in the non-wandering set of ([0,1], /) and non-periodic (otherwise x or x' is periodic). If we transfer the structure of ft to ([0,1], f) via p, then we can add these points to p(Z). Hence the non-wandering set of ([0,1],/) has the same structure as that of (2/, a) described in § 0: one has only to allow that the set corresponding to Z is countable.
If (/i, . . . , / " ) is not a generator, then <f> maps certain intervals to single points (cf. [4] ).
The non-wandering set of (i}, a)
We show that (£/, a) has the structure described in § 0. To this end we consider it is easy to see that, for every £>,, there are p,, q t , u h v, (1 s ; ^ n) with 0<p y < q t < oo and 0s« ; <Vjsoo such that 
where T c C is a finite (or empty) set whose elements are trivial intervals (cf. the remark above). This is a finite union of intervals in 1}. It is cr-invariant, because C satisfies ( 
If x e F for all i and there are infinitely many M$, then xeffuGoo. We consider this case below. As G o = 2 / , we find otherwise an i <oo with xeFAG, or xe Gi\F i+ \. We consider first the case xe FAG;. The following three possibilities can occur.
(ii) xgflj and xeint(FAG,) (int means interior). As x£ft,-, there is a k with x£o-~~ (FAG,). Since this set is closed, there is a neighbourhood (ii) x£ ft; and xe int (GAF+i). As above, it follows that x£ ft. (iii) xgft, and xebd GAbdF i+ i. As above, we have either x£ft or xeZ f . If now x € Pi for all i and there are infinitely many M t , then x e H u Goo-We consider again the three possibilities as above.
(i) xeftoouftoo.
(ii) x£ ftoouftm and xe int (FAGoo) for all i. As
there is an i with x£ Pi a~k(Hi). As xe int H,, it follows as above that x^ ft.
k=0
(iii) x^ftoouftco and xebdF; for some /. Because F /+ i<=F, and x e F ; for all /, one has from x e bd F that x e bd F y for all / > /. Then it follows again as above that either <r m x e int Goo for some m, and hence x& ft (note that x£ Goo = ftoo), or x e Zoo. In any case, we have shown that either x & ft or x e U^-<-" LJfti u LJZ.-This proves the lemma.
• Examples which show how the ft, look like can be found in [3] . We give here an example where a Z, occurs. The transformation / on [0,1] shown in figure 1 is a modification of an example given by L. Block and L. S. Young (cf. [7] ). We have 0<x <d<c<p<e<l, f is increasing on the intervals [0, d), [d,c) , [c,e) and [e, 1], and it satisfies
The diagram M is as follows (we take the elements of D here as sub-intervals (ii) The proof of lemma 4 works also if one has instead of y 1 and y 2 only one-sided paths ylylyl • • • and ylylyl in M, which correspond to the same xe2/YE. We shall sometimes apply lemma 4 in this form.
We return to the investigation of H, and n,. ) This proves that fi, Now let V be the set of all x e fi, with <r k x e E for some k or with x 6 bd F h Then V is countable and contains at most finitely many periodic points. In order to show the second assertion it suffices to prove that fi,\V^c^(2 M .).
Let x e fij: \ V. (iii) If Di is finite, then S, = 0 . By lemma 6 we then have ft, = 0 .
The next two lemmas give properties of ft, for iVoo.
LEMMA 7. (i) ojflj w topologically transitive.
(ii) 7 / x s S / w periodic, then x e ft, /or some i. i>rao/. (i) Because M, is irreducible, we can find a ye£ M , such that {<r k y: k >0} is dense in 2 M| -As * is continuous and commutes with a, the set {cr k \: k >0}, where x = ^(y), is dense in ft, by lemma 6.
(ii) Let xsl/ + satisfy o- Hence in any case we have found a closed path y K -» y K+ i ->•••-» y^+p = y K in M, which must then belong to some M, by definition of the M,s. As x is the point which corresponds to this closed path, we have by lemma 5 that x e ft, (cf. also the remark after lemma 6).
• Fix some e >0. By lemma 13 of [3] there is a finite subset A of D t such that the spectral radius r{MjB) of M, restricted t o 5 = D t \A is less than e. This implies that the number of paths of length / in M t /B which begin with one of the finitely many arrows leading from A to B, is less than C exp (2el) for some constant C (cf. § 3 of [3] ). Making A larger if necessary, we can also suppose that the finitely many elements of D t at which special paths begin are contained in A. Now let K be the cardinality of A. In a special path of length k in M, every element of £>, can occur at most once, because M t contains no closed paths. Hence this special path contains at most K blocks consisting of elements of A, each of which has length at most K. One of these blocks is at the beginning of the special / k\ path. Hence there are not more than I 1 possibilities to choose the places of these blocks in the special path of length k. In between there are blocks consisting of elements of B which begin with an arrow leading from A to B. They have lengths / h, h,---, lj (j s K) with £ /, < k. Hence we have Let u be the vector, with index set DAD'ao, which has entry 1 at the d/th coordinate and entry 0 otherwise. If djSD'x,, then u has only zero entries (this corresponds to the case / = 0). Then N[ = ||L,'M||I < ||L,'||i < C exp (lei), for some constant C, because r{L t )<e.
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In the proof of lemma 9, we have shown that h tov (S<x>) = 0. Hence Nl-i Ĉ exp (2e (k -I)) for some constant C If N k is the number of admissible blocks of length k in D h we therefore have N k =s zkCC exp (2efc). This implies that h top (Fi) < 2e and hence '<2e.
As e was arbitrary, this gives the desired result.
• Remark. An example, where one has infinitely many M t s and ftoo^0, is x-* ax(l -x) on [0,1] for certain values of a e [2, 4] . Let Z be the set of all non-wandering x e U Z, which are not contained in some ft, or ft,. LEMMA 
(i) If xeZ, then x is an isolated point of ft which is not periodic. Hence x is wandering in ft.
(ii) Z is finite. Proof, (i) Let x £ Z n Z, (/ < oo). Then
Also x^ U (fty u fly), which is a closed set because ft, and ft, are closed. By lemma /si 2, we have ft c|J (ft,-u fty)uF w uUZ,,
/si /si
As UZy is finite, we find a neighbourhood U of x such that C/nft = {x}. The Mi has period qq. In the next section we shall see that there is a cr-invariant, mixing measure on 1& which is positive on open sets if h top (iM) ^ 0, i.e. 1 Ml is not a periodic orbit. It follows from proposition (6.7) of [2] that S w and hence also (Xj, cr") are topologically mixing. If 2 Mj is a periodic orbit, the desired result is trivial.
The maximal measure
In this section we consider a fixed ft, satisfying h top (ili) > 0, i.e. fl,-is not only a periodic orbit. Therefore we denote ft,-, F , M,, D t simply by ft, F, M, D respectively. ftc^+cl^ is expansive, hence ft has at least one measure with maximal entropy (cf. [2] ). It is proved in [3] that (ft, a-) and QL M , cr) have isomorphic sets of maximal measures via /t-»|u o ;t * and that there is a unique maximal measure fj. ). A>1, because log A = 'itop(ft) > 0. § 3 of [3] shows that h top {Cl) ^ log A. The converse inequality follows from the variational principle (cf. [2] ): /i top (ft) s h(fji) = log A.
tr is a vector and P is a matrix with index set D satisfying Tr d > 0, P de >0{d,ee D), trP -ir, Z Pde = l(deD) and X nv* = 1. Hence TT and P give rise to a Markov chain with countable state space. Assuming that M and hence also P are aperiodic, we can use the results proved in probability theory (cf. [1] ).
(n, P) is recurrent.
(3.1)
Pd"' denotes an entry of the matrix P". It follows from (3.2) that
Hence ^ is mixing. This also completes the proof of theorem 2. M£' is the number of admissible blocks of length n +1 in 2 M beginning with d and ending with e. Therefore p n = X Mdd is the number of periodic points of period n in 1 M (p n <oo by remark (i) after lemma 4). Set fj. n =(l/p n ) X ^y» where Q n is the set of ye On all periodic points of period n in 2M and S y the measure concentrated in y € J,M-THEOREM 3. If Mis aperiodic, we have:
(ii) fi n converges in the weak topology to the unique maximal measure ft of S MProof. Choose a sequence n, of integers such that A ~"'p ni converges to C (0 < C < oo). The sequence fj. n . has a limit point v. We suppose that it converges (take again a This is a positive constant, since w e / 1 .
• As for theorem 3 we can generalize this result to the periodic case. 
Absolutely continuous invariant measures
